
Hate That Cat Novel - A Heartwarming Tale
That Will Tug at Your Heartstrings

Hate That Cat is an enchanting novel that captures the hearts of readers both
young and old. Written by renowned author Sharon Creech, this heartwarming
tale explores themes of love, friendship, and empathy through the eyes of a
young boy named Jack.
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The Plot

In Hate That Cat, Jack reluctantly finds himself falling in love with cats, despite
his deeply ingrained fear and dislike for them. With the guidance of his teacher,
Miss Stretchberry, Jack discovers the beauty in poems about cats and learns to
appreciate their unique quirks and personalities.
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Through an engaging series of journal entries, Jack slowly opens up about his
own personal struggles, including the absence of his father and his desire to be a
better person. As he becomes more comfortable expressing himself through
poetry, Jack develops a newfound sense of self-acceptance and begins to
embrace the world around him.

The Impact

Hate That Cat is a novel that resonates with readers of all ages due to its
relatable characters and heartfelt themes. The story teaches valuable lessons
about compassion, the power of words, and the importance of embracing one's
fears.
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Sharon Creech's masterful writing style effortlessly immerses readers into Jack's
world, allowing them to experience his emotional journey firsthand. With every
page, readers will find themselves emotionally invested in the story, rooting for
Jack's personal growth and celebrating his triumphs.

The Message

At its core, Hate That Cat delivers a powerful message about the transformative
power of love and understanding. Through Jack's newfound appreciation for cats,
we are reminded that our initial biases can be challenged and shattered if we take
the time to truly understand and connect with others.

The novel also explores the therapeutic benefits of poetry, as Jack uses it as a
tool to process his emotions and find solace in the world around him. It
encourages readers to embrace their own creative outlets and express
themselves authentically.

The Author - Sharon Creech

Sharon Creech is a highly acclaimed author known for her ability to craft
engaging stories that resonate with readers of all ages. With other notable works
such as Walk Two Moons and Love That Dog, Creech has established herself as
a master of weaving together compelling narratives filled with vivid characters
and powerful themes.

In Hate That Cat, Creech once again showcases her remarkable storytelling
abilities, capturing the essence of childhood and the complexities of human
emotions. Her writing style effortlessly combines humor, heart, and thought-
provoking moments, resulting in a novel that will stay with readers long after they
turn the final page.



Hate That Cat is a must-read novel that will capture the hearts of readers from all
walks of life. With its endearing characters, heartfelt themes, and powerful
messages, this enchanting tale will leave a lasting impact.

So, if you're ready to embark on a heartwarming journey filled with love,
friendship, and personal growth, don't miss out on Hate That Cat. Allow Jack's
story to tug at your heartstrings and discover the transformative power of
empathy and understanding.
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Return to Miss Stretchberry's class with Jack, the reluctant poet, who over the
course of a year encounters new and challenging things like metaphors,
alliterations, onomatopoeia, and one mean fat black cat!

The Newbery Medal-winning author of Walk Two Moons, Sharon Creech,
introduced Jack in Love That Dog, a New York Times bestseller. Both Love That
Dog and Hate That Cat are approachable, funny, warm-hearted s to poetry told
from the point of view of a very real kid wrestling with school assignments.

These books are fast reads that will be welcomed by middle graders as they too
wonder how poetry and schoolwork connect with their interests and how to
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uncover their true voices.

In Hate That Cat, Jack is only trying to save that fat black cat stuck in the tree by
his bus stop—but the cat scratches him instead! At school Miss Stretchberry
begins teaching new poems, everything from William Carlos Williams to Valerie
Worth to T.S. Eliot.

As the year progresses, Jack gradually learns to love that cat and finds new ways
to express himself.
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